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The building, inspired by the classic Greek Doric architectural design, has three stories 
and a basement. The two wings, containing the East and West Reading Rooms, and the Main 
Reading Room, and the stack rooms, form four sides of a large court and air well, 
traversed by a bridge for direct access. The exterior of the building is of Bedford 
limestone, having a base of Vermont granite and concrete roofs and floors. The interior 
finish in wood is Indiana quarter sawed white oak and much of the carving, in wood, 
stone, and ornamental plaster was done on the site. None of the service rooms lie 
below ground level. The varing floor levels are an interesting feature of the construction, 
relieved by unusual inclines, passageways and short flights of steps. The stone 
entrance foyer leads on the east to the Auditorium and Children*s Room, and on the west 
to the administrative offices. In front, the entrance foyer opens into the Main Reading 
Room, a great open shelf room one hundred feet long and fifty-five feet wide, occupying 
the entire front wing, with walls of limestone and caen stone. An important feature of 
this room is an unusual ceiling forty-three feet above the marble and tile floor, highly 
detailed and in the deep relief simulating a heavy structure. The material is plaster 
pre-cast into intricate classical decorative details. Inset into the beam framed ceiling 
spaces are oil painted canvases, decorative rosetts, and painted frescoes. The East 
and West wings are two-story structures at the top of marble stairs at each end of the 
Main Reading Room. They each have a length of one hundred and forty feet and are 
panelled in oak above the book cases up to the ceiling coves. The original lighting 
for the entire building was indirect. Heat was supplied by a combination of both direct 
and indirect systems of hot water and hot air. The lighting system was first supple 
mented in 1951 through the introduction of 500 watt recessed incandescent ceiling fixtures. 
These were further supplemented in 1961 with the installation of flood lights in the 
chandeliers in all spaces, except the mezzanine which received ceiling-hung fluorescent 
fixtures. A new thermal system was added in 1971 with the inclusion of air conditioning.

No changes have been made in the basic architectural configuaration of the building 
from the original 1913-16 design. The reading rooms, offices, and work areas are 
basically as they were at that time. Minor modifications have included the relocation 
of a rest room to a former office area, the installation of a storage and display area 
in the east hallway, the cutting of a door through the decorative plaster of the west 
balcony directly into the stack area, the remodeling of the auditorium, and the insertion 
of a floor above the full length of the high east hallway to provide additional space. 
J.nl563j an addition, cpnsisting of a basement and first floor, was added to the north- 
east_sideof_the imiiding. The connection to the main building was made through what 
had been a rest room area. In^7j^_£our additional floors were added to this addition 
with connections into the main building through the north end of the east balcony and 
the fourth floor stack area. The 1974 addition necessitated the blocking-up of the north 
window of the East Reading Room.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Indianapolis Central Library is .a_classie work of superior distinction. Constructed 
in the period of 1913-1916 by the firm oj|M^^tzii^er>-..Boxlj&^.jai}d..lfedary, >>iand designed 
by the eminent architect, Paul Cret, who also designed the Pan American Union Building 
in Washington, D.C., the building exemplifies a sensitive use of the classical and 
classically inspired elements. It remains to this date a most significant example of 
historic architecture. The South Facade, encompassing the main entrance to the build 
ing, is one of the finest imaginative modern interpretations of the Greek Doric style 
to have been created in the early twentieth century. The exterior use of stone is 
finely proportioned and detailed. Ralph Adams Cram^ in the September 1918, Architectural 
Forum, commented that the Indianapolis Central Library "is the best example of classic 
architecture in America,.,The whole thing is not only Greek in form but penetratingly 
Greek in spirit...the most notable qualities in the exterior are scale and surface. It 
is not a large building, yet the scale is so delicately preserved that one does not 
think of dimension...Nothing is overdone or wasted, and the enormous success of the 
result follows from proportions that are fine and sensitive to the point of perfection... 
one of the most distinctive and admirable contributions to architecture that have been 
made in America".
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